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ABSTRACT: We screened a library of bioactive small molecules for activators and inhibitors of innate immune signaling
through IRF3 and NFkB pathways with the goals of advancing pathway understanding and discovering probes for immunology
research. We used high content screening to measure the translocation from the cytoplasm to nucleus of IRF3 and NFkB in
primary human macrophages; these transcription factors play a critical role in the activation of STING and other proinﬂammatory pathways. Our pathway activator screen yielded a diverse set of hits that promoted nuclear translocation of IRF3
and/or NFkB, but the majority of these compounds did not cause activation of downstream pathways. Screening for antagonists
of the STING pathway yielded multiple kinase inhibitors, some of which inhibit kinases not previously known to regulate the
activity of this pathway. Structure−activity relationships (SARs) and subsequent chemical proteomics experiments suggested that
MAPKAPK5 (PRAK) is a kinase that regulates IRF3 translocation in human macrophages. Our work establishes a high content
screening approach for measuring pro-inﬂammatory pathways in human macrophages and identiﬁes novel ways to inhibit such
pathways; among the targets of the screen are several molecules that may merit further development as anti-inﬂammatory drugs.
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the receptors, MDA5 and RIG-I, which leads to translocation of
the transcription factor IRF3 into the nucleus.1,2 Of particular
interest is the recently discovered cGAS-STING pathway,
which detects cytosolic DNA3,9 (Figure 1a). Cytosolic dsDNA,
which is another feature of viral infection, binds to cGAS
(MB21D1), which cyclizes intracellular GTP and ATP to form
the second messenger 2′3′-cGAMP. 2′3′-cGAMP binds to a
receptor, STING (Stimulator of Interferon Genes). 2′3′cGAMP-liganded STING activates the kinase TBK1, which
phosphorylates the transcription factor IRF3. STING activation
has been reported to activate the NFkB pathway as well,3
though this aspect of STING biology has not been thoroughly
explored. In the nucleus, both IRF3 and NFkB are capable of

he innate immune system has evolved to include many
signaling pathways that detect pathogens.1−4 Mutations in
these pathways controlling the innate immune system cause
several diseases: hyperactivity has been linked to inﬂammatory
and autoimmune diseases,2−4 and abnormally low activity has
been linked to susceptibility to infectious disease, and possibly
even cancer.5,6 Several inhibitory drugs are already approved or
in development for inﬂammatory diseases,7 while interest in
pathway agonists has grown with the recent successes of
immuno-oncology checkpoint inhibitors.8
An innate immune response is typically triggered by binding
of a pathogenic associated molecular pattern (PAMP) to a
receptor. Diﬀerent pathways are tailored to recognize speciﬁc
PAMPs. For example, lipopolysaccharide (LPS), a component
of bacterial cell membrane, is recognized by Toll-like-receptor 4
(TLR4), which leads to NFkB translocation into the nucleus.1,2
Cytosolic dsRNA, a feature of viral infection, is recognized by
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Figure 1. (a) Brief schematic of antiviral signaling pathways. Viral DNA binds to cGAS, which produces 2′3′-cGAMP. 2′3′-cGAMP binds to STING,
which activates the transcription factor IRF3 via the kinase Tbk1. NFkB is also activated, likely by the IKK kinases, though this eﬀect has not been as
thoroughly studied. Other antiviral pathways also activate IRF3 and NFkB, by a similar mechanism. The transcription factors promote the expression
of cytokines, which ultimately get secreted. (b) Schematic of the screening approach. In the primary screen, small molecule hits were identiﬁed in
primary macrophages by an IRF3/NFkB nuclear translocation screen. Secondary screens focused on whether these hits modulated gene expression
at later time points, and subsequent work focused on identifying the mechanism of action of these hits.

activating the expression of many antiviral and pro-inﬂammatory genes. Multiple research groups have described the
identiﬁcation of additional regulatory molecules,3,10 but at
this point, the cGAS-STING-TBK1-IRF3 axis appears to be the
most validated and prominent.
The STING-IRF3 pathway is of considerable therapeutic
interest. Direct STING agonists are currently in clinical trials in
cancer, based on the hypothesis that activation of the STING
pathway will trigger antitumor innate immune responses.11−14
Inappropriate activation of the STING pathway has been
implicated in sterile inﬂammatory disease, notably the inherited
condition “STING-associated vasculopathy with onset in
Infancy (SAVI).”4 STING activation has also been proposed
as a contributing mechanism in a variety of chronic
inﬂammatory diseases such as lupus and arthritis.15 Thus,
inhibitors of the STING pathway may be of value in treating
inﬂammatory disease. Known pathway components druggable
by small molecules include cGAS, STING, and TBK1, and it
would be useful to identify additional targets.
Phenotypic assays have a track record of success in
discovering novel signaling molecules, even in well-characterized signaling pathways.16,17 Previous phenotypic screens on
innate immune pathways have traditionally relied on
immortalized cell culture models, often coupled with artiﬁcial
reporters.18,19 These systems are convenient surrogates for
dissecting signaling biology but fall well short of fully
recapitulating STING activity as observed human disease. To
maximize physiological relevance, we screened in primary
human macrophages and used multiple donors in follow-up
experiments. We measured localization of transcription factors,
IRF3 and NFkB, in cells exposed to a collection of
approximately 2700 bioactive small molecules comprising a
“Mechanism of Action” library (MOA; Figure 1b). This library
was carefully curated using bio- and cheminformatic criteria and

consists of biochemically well-characterized molecules that
interact with protein targets having diverse biological
functions.20 All compounds were screened at eight doses,
ranging from 100 μM to 31.6 nM. Screening in dose helps us
more conﬁdently discriminate true hits from false positives. Our
primary goal was to identify STING pathway regulators, but
changes in IRF3 and NFkB nuclear localization can result from
other innate immune pathways. As such, any probes and/or
regulatory nodes identiﬁed in our screen might be relevant to
other immune pathways.
We report the results of both an activator and inhibitor
screen (Figure 1). In the activator screen, we treated
macrophages with compound alone, and measured IRF3 and
NFkB nuclear localization after 4 h of treatment. This screen
should identify activators of the STING pathway and other
innate immune pathways, such as TLR4 and RIG-I. In the
inhibitor screen, we pretreated macrophages with the MOA
library compounds for 4 h and then added the naturally
occurring STING agonist, 2′3′-cGAMP, for another 4 h. This
screen is more STING-centric, as we identify molecules that
modulate the cellular response to 2′3′ cGAMP. For both
screens, we then further proﬁled the hits in a secondary screen
by measuring their eﬀects on secretion of pro-inﬂammatory
cytokines, using sandwich ELISAs.

■

RESULTS
Validation and Summary of the Activator Screen.
High content screens were executed in 1536 well plates using
adherent macrophages made by diﬀerentiation of human
CD14+ monocytes with M-CSF. We imaged IRF3 and NFkB
in the same wells by immunoﬂuorescence and stained nuclei to
provide a mask for quantiﬁcation of nuclear translocation.
Validation of the activator screen is shown in Figure 2, where
each dot represents the average of approximately 1250 cells in
B
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Figure 2. Summary of activator screen. (a) Representative images from control group wells. cGAMP activates IRF3, CL075 activates NFkB, and LPS
activates both. (b) Quantiﬁcation of IRF3 and NFkB nuclear fractions for control groups (left). Replicate analysis for IRF3 scores (middle) and for
NFkB scores (right). (c) Waterfall plot for IRF3 and NFkB activators. Scores for each compound were computed by taking the maximum eﬀect
achieved out of the doses considered. The hit rates were low, especially for IRF3 activators.

one well. To assess how robustly this assay could distinguish
IRF3 translocation from NFkB translocation, cells were treated
with either the STING speciﬁc pathway agonist 2′3′-cGAMP,
3′3′-cGAMP (a linkage isomer, with weaker activity on
STING), a TLR 7/8 agonist CL075, or LPS, a TLR4 agonist,
which activates both pathways. Treatment groups were well
separated, with a robust Z-factor near 0.5 for both IRF3 and
NFkB channels, and replicates were well-correlated (Figure
2a,b). Most plates had outlier control wells, but as we included
several replicates per control (at least 16 wells), their eﬀect on
screen quality was minimal. Not shown in Figure 2 is 3′3′cGAMP, which only minimally increased IRF3 nuclear
fractions. 3′3′-cGAMP is a nonendogenous cyclic dinucleotide,
with much weaker binding aﬃnity for STING. We suspect its

failure to more robustly increase IRF3 nuclear levels, at an early
time point, could be due to weaker binding and/or or cell
permeability. NFkB was translocated into the nucleus slightly
above baseline following 2′3′-cGAMP treatment, suggesting
that 2′3′-cGAMP weakly activates NFkB at an early time point.
This ﬁnding contrasts with pathway diagrams that draw IRF3
and NFkB as equal outputs from activated STING.3 Our data
suggest that in human primary human macrophages, the
magnitude or kinetics of IRF3 and NFkB activation by STING
vary.
Our computational pipeline easily enables examination of
phenotypes at a single cell level (Figure 3). In the case of 2′3′cGAMP stimulation, vehicle control wells exhibited IRF3
nuclear fractions that were centered around 0.2−0.3. Some
C
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Figure 3. Distributions of IRF3 and NFkB nuclear fractions for ﬁve cGAMP treated wells (blue) and H2O treated wells (red). Each line represents
the distribution in a single well.

not suﬃcient to activate gene expression. The diverse MOAs of
compounds scoring positive in the high content assay and
negative for gene expression suggests that multiple mechanism
can promote IFR3 translocation without downstream gene
expression. One obvious mechanism is inhibition of nuclear
export by compounds 10 and 11 (Table 1); these compounds
inhibit XPO1, which has been previously implicated as the
exporter for IRF3.21 How other compounds in Table 1 act is
less clear. Two compounds, annotated as ubiquitin protease
inhibitors (compounds 33 and 36), should promote ubiquitination, which is often an activating process of innate immune
pathways.22,23 They did not promote secretion of IP-10,
although in two out of three donors, they did induce TNFa
secretion in a dose dependent manner (Supporting Information
Figure 3). This ﬁnding may be coincidental though, as TNFa is
driven by NFkB, not IRF3. Nonetheless, it opens the possibility
that deubiquitinase inhibitors may have utility in immunooncology.
IRF3 Pathway Action by Zinc Chelation. The Zn2+
chelator TPEN scored positive in duplicate, and it induced
secretion of IP-10 to levels comparable to those of the positive
controls 2′3′-cGAMP and LPS. As such, it was the highestconﬁdence true positive from the activator screen. To further
investigate how TPEN might function, we tested its eﬀects in
multiple cell types and assays. TPEN induced the activity of a
stably transfected luciferase reporter sensitive to IRF3
activation in PMA-primed THP1 cells, a cell line model of
macrophages, as well as a murine macrophage line, RAW264.7
(Figure 4a). To test whether this eﬀect was due to chelation of
Zn2+, we precomplexed TPEN with ZnCl2 and observed that
the TPEN-Zn complex did not cause activation of the same
reporter in RAW cells (Figure 4a). This implies pathway
activation by removal of Zn2+ from intracellular stores, or
perhaps of another ion that is similar to Zn2+ in binding tightly
to TPEN. Our data support a published hypothesis that
intracellular zinc represses IRF3 signaling.24 At higher
concentrations TPEN was cytotoxic (as measured by CellTiter-Glo; Figure 4b), and thus, its window of activity as an
inducer of IRF3 dependent genes is narrow. Upon further
testing in primary human cells from additional donors, TPEN
did not score by cytokine secretion assays. Given its narrow
range of nontoxic activity and donor-speciﬁc eﬀects, TPEN is
not likely to have therapeutic value. These toxicity ﬁndings also
open the possibility that some of the small molecule hits in

2′3′-cGAMP treated wells displayed distributions that were
sharply peaked around 0.6−0.7. Other wells had distributions
that were nearly ﬂat, reﬂecting heterogeneity in the cellular
population.
The hit rate for IRF3 translocators was low (Figure 2c). Only
six hits scored higher than 2 standard deviations above the H2O
control (0.22%), and 24 hits, about 1% of the library, scored
above 1 standard deviation above the control. The NFkB hit
rate was higher, with 28 molecules scoring above 2 standard
deviations above the control, and 71 molecules scoring 1
standard deviation above the control, perhaps reﬂecting more
diverse inputs into this pathway
We chose to follow up on IRF3 activators, as there is
potential clinical value in immuno-oncology in small molecule
inducers of IRF3-dependent cytokines such as IFNb and
CXCL10. To test the extent to which our hits identiﬁed by
changes in IRF3 translocation were truly “2′3′-cGAMP-like” in
their eﬀects, we exploited the high content nature of the screen
to extract 36 image-based features of hit and control
compounds. Features included nuclear and cytoplasmic
intensities, nuclear and cytoplasmic texture features, and
morphology parameters, for both IRF3 and NFkB stains (see
Methods). These features were used to train a quadratic
support-vector machine (SVM) that classiﬁed compoundtreated wells as either “H2O-like,” “2′3′-cGAMP-like,” “3′3′cGAMP-like,” “LPS-like,” or “CL075-like.” This analysis is
described in more detail in the Methods and Supporting
Information (SI Figure 1) and helped to characterize the
translocation phenotype; it yielded 30 “2′3′-cGAMP-like”
compounds of interest, to which we added six additional
IRF3 activators out of biological interest (Table 1). No
particular biological mechanisms seemed enriched, but multiple
nuclear export inhibitors scored, suggesting that our screen did
identify valid hits.
IRF3 Nuclear Translocation Is Necessary but Not
Suﬃcient for Downstream Pathway Activity. Our
secondary assay for pathway activators was secretion of the
pro-inﬂammatory, IRF3-dependent chemokine IP-10
(CXCL10; Supporting Information Figure 2). As we aimed
to identify both new signaling proteins and potential
therapeutics, we decided to directly screen hits in the secondary
assay, as the number of hits we had was reasonably small, and
the eﬀect on gene expression needed to be assessed. To our
surprise, most primary screen hits did not reliably induce
secretion of IP-10. This shows that nuclear import of IRF3 is
D
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KDR inhibitor, BCR/ABL1
inhibitor
MAPK8 inhibitor
S1PR2 antagonist
PKC-beta/gamma inhibitor

Rho kinase inhibitor
Rho kinase inhibitor
Pan-kinase inhibitor

EGFR inhibitor
Rho kinase inhibitor

21

25
26
27

28
29

22
23
24

20

MAPKAPK2 inhibitor, AURKA
inhibitor
Calcium ionophore

Anti-inflammatory, angiogenesis
inhibitor
Nitric oxide production inhibitor,
apoptosis inhibitor
DUSP6 inhibitor, angiogenesis
inhibitor
JUN inhibitor, NFKB pathway
inhibitor
GLP1R agonist, insulin
secretagogue
ZINC chelator
Pan-kinase inhibitor

NADPH oxidase inhibitors
Tubulin
Anti-inflammatory, NFKB
pathway inhibitor
MMP2/MMP13 inhibitor
IKK-beta inhibitor, FLT3
inhibitor
HSP70 inducer, TNF-alpha
production inhibitor
Rho kinase inhibitor, PKC-theta/
epsilon inhibitor
DNA primate inhibitor, tat
inhibitor
MCL1 inhibitor, apoptosis
inducer
XPO1 inhibitor
XPO1 inhibitor

annotated gene/MOA

19

17
18

16

15

14

13

12

10
11

9

8

7

6

4
5

1
2
3

hit
number

Table 1. List of Selected Agonistsa

6445562
118715600

11189172
9810884
3035817

11837140
10223146
10209082

25156467

11957499

16119710

5519
44259

9887049

9907182

6419844

9958995

400769

101476432
101476433

51003123

637324

67538149

11626164

66850340
9820526

2214
10607
9910975

PubChem
CID
SMILES

CNC1C(C(O)O)C2C(OC(N2)C[C@H]3O[C@@]4(CC[C@H]3C)O[C@@H] ([C@H](C)C[C@H]4C)
[C@H](C)C(O)C5CCC[NH]5)CC1
CC1C[N] (CN1)C2CC(CC(C2)NC(O)C3CCCC4C3CCC(C4)OC5CC(NCC5)N C
(O)C6CC6)C(F)(F)F
NC1NNC(S1)SC2NCC(S2)[N+]([O−])O
CC(C)C1CC(NC2C1C(N[N]2C)C)NNC(O)NC3CC(NC(C3)Cl)Cl
CN(C)CCC[N]1NC(C2CCCCC12)C3C(C(O)NC3O)C4C[N] (C5CC6CCCCC6CC5)
C7CCCCC47
CC1C(C(CC(O)N1)C2CCC(CC2)C(F) (F)F)C(O)NC3CC4C([NH]NC4)CC3
C[C@@H](N)C1CCC(CC1)C(O)NC2C3CC[NH]C3NCC2
COC(O)[C@@]1(O)C[C@H]2O[C@]1(C) [N]3C4CCCCC4C5C6CNC(O)C6C7C8CCCCC8
[N]2C7C35
CCOC1C(NC(O)\CC \CN(C)C)CC2C(C1)NCC(C2NC3CC(C(F)CC3)Cl)C#N
C1CN(CCN1)C2NC(NC3CCCCC23)C4CC5C([NH]NC5)CC4

C(CN(CC1CCCCN1)CC2CCCCN2)N(CC3CCCCN3)CC4CCCCN4
CN[C@@H]1C[C@H]2O[C@@](C)([C@@H]1OC) [N]3C4CCCCC4C5C6CNC(O)
C6C7C8CCCCC8[N]2C7C35
OC1NCNC2C1CC([NH]2)C3CC(NCC3)/CC/C4CCC(CN5CCOCC5)CC4

CC1NNC(S1)SC2NC3CC(C(Cl)CC3NC2C(F)(F)F)Cl

COC1CC2C(CC1)NC(NC2NN3C(O)CC(C)C3O)C4CCCS4

COC(O)[C@]12CCC(C)(C)C[C@H]1[C@H]3C(O)CC4[C@@](C)(CC[C@H]5C(C)(C)C(O)C(C[C@]
45C)C#N)[C@]3(C)CC2
CC1(C)CC[C@@]2(CC[C@]3(C)[C@@H] ([C@@H]2C1)C(O)CC4[C@@]5(C)CC(C#N)C(O)C(C)(C)
[C@@H]5CC[C@@]34C)C(O)[N]6CCNC6
OC1C(C/C2CCCCC2)/C(NC3CCCCC3)C4CCCCC14

ClC1CCCC(C1)NC(O)\CC/C(O)NC2CCC(Br)CC2
ClC1CCC(NC(O)\CC/C(O)NC2CC(CCC2)Cl)CC1

NC1CCC(SC2C3CCCC4C5NC(O)C(C5C(C34)CC2)C#N)CC1

C[C@H]1CCCC[C@@H]2[C@@H](CC(O)O1)[C@@H](O)CCC2O

NC(CNC(O)C1(CC1)C2CCC(Cl)CC2)C3CCC(CC3)C(O)NC4CCNCC4

CCOC(O)NC1CCC(CC1)C(O)/CC/C2NC3CCCCC3C(C2)N4CCOCC4

COCCCC1NCCC(C1)C2C[NH]C3C2CCC(C3)C(O)C4CC(C(Cl)CC4) [S](N)(O)O
COC1CCCC2C1C(NC(N2)C3CCCS3)NN4C(O)CC(C)C4O

COC1C(O)CCC(C1)C(C)O
COC1CC(CC(C1OC)OC)[C@H]2[C@@H]3[C@H](COC3O)[C@@H] (O)C4CC5C(OCO5)CC24
FC(F)(F)C1CC(CC(C1)C(F)(F)F)NC(O)C2CNC(Cl)NC2C(F)(F)F

Common name

Pelitinib
CHEMBL3338840

CHEMBL218719
Y-33075
Antibiotic K 252a

SU 3327
Jte 013
CHEMBL368895

SCHEMBL10301385

Calcimycin

Pyrrolo-pyrimidone, 16

TPEN
Staurosporine

SCHEMBL6303849

CHEMBL337665

CHEMBL1241589

CDDO-Im

AKOS030257529
N-(4-chlorophenyl)-N′-(3chlorophenyl)maleamide
Bardoxolone methyl

CHEMBL1672082

Sch 642305

SCHEMBL2795368

SCHEMBL1385155

SCHEMBL939796
CHEMBL129857

Acetovanillone
Podophyllotoxin
CHEMBL336546
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Table 1 may activate IRF3 but poison downstream gene
expression.
Validation and Summary of the Inhibitor Screen.
Validation of the pathway inhibitor screen is described in Figure
5. Control groups are distinct as shown in Figure 5a,b. The
robust Z-factor for the inhibitor screen was also around 0.5,
although in this calculation, we ignored a plate of cells that
displayed image analysis segmentation errors in a few wells.
Control groups were well separated, and replicates were
correlated (Figure 5b). Two known TBK1 kinase inhibitors,
BX795 and MRT67307, blocked IRF3 nuclear translocation.
Both compounds inhibit multiple kinases, and the stronger
eﬀect of BX795 might be due to its broader target spectrum.25
Interestingly, LPS, which was simply used as a control for
activation of NFkB, appeared to repress IRF3 signaling in
combination with 2′3′-cGAMP (Figure 5b).
The hit rate for the inhibitor screen was much higher than for
the activator screen, with 14% of the library blocking IRF3
activation to a level 3 standard deviations below the 2′3′cGAMP control. A total of 24 hits (∼ 1%) block IRF3
activation to a level below the BX795 control, and 48 hits (∼
2%) block IRF3 activation to a level below the MRT67307
control (Figure 5c). While toxicity can contribute to a higher
inhibitor hit rate, we do not think it is signiﬁcant enough at the
time point to fully account for the higher value. We think that
the higher rate likely reﬂects more avenues to block signal
transduction than to activate it. For example, as innate immune
pathways utilize kinases to mediate signaling, there are several
proteins one can target with multiple drugs, potentially oﬀering
more ways to inhibit the pathway.
In selecting pathway inhibitors, we utilized the high content
information provided by the screen, though our approach was
simpler, involving selecting compounds close to the H2O
control in the multidimensional principal component space
(see Methods, Supporting Information Figure 4). We selected
55 compounds from the primary inhibitor screen (Table 2) and
prioritized 40 for retesting, based on availability and likely
biological interest.
We observed clear enrichment of kinase inhibitors in the hit
list, and they represented approximately 65% of pathway
inhibitor hits (Figure 5d). The pan-kinase inhibitor, staurosporine, which is an inhibitor of TBK1, was one of the top
scoring hits. Apart from kinase inhibitors, there also was
enrichment of natural product antibiotics. Brefeldin A, a known
STING pathway antagonist, also scored strongly. Upon
activation, STING, which is an ER membrane protein, traﬃcs
to the perinuclear region when it is activated,4 and brefeldin A
is thought to block this transport. Multiple ATP6 V1A
inhibitors also scored very potently. Due to availability, we
substituted baﬁlomycin A1 and concanomycin A, known ATP6
V1A inhibitors, as tool compounds in future assays.
While our focus was on ﬁnding pathway inhibitors, it is worth
noting that the screen had the capability to ﬁnd pathway
potentiators as well (Figure 5c). For example, both MG132 and
bortezomib, proteasome inhibitors which block NFkB
activation, enhance IRF3 activation. This result also has been
previously reported.26 It is unlikely these compounds promote
gene expression at later time points, given data from the
activator screen showing that nuclear location of IRF3 is not
suﬃcient for downstream gene activation.
Most Pathway Inhibitors Block Downstream STING
Signaling. We again used IP-10 secretion as a secondary assay
for compounds scoring in the translocation assay. We retested

Compounds 1−30 were selected as cGAMP-like at 10 μM or less. Compounds 31−36 were selected IRF3 inducers from the preliminary analysis.

PTPRC
ORAI1 blocker
USP7 inhibitor
34
35
36

a

OC1C(O)C2CCCCC2C3CCCCC13
OC(O)C1C(NC(O)C2CCC(O2)[N+]([O-])O)SCC1C3CCC(Cl)CC3
CC(O)C1CC(C(S1)SC2C(Cl)C(CCC2)Cl)[N+]([O-])O

Bay 11-7082
SB 268262
STX-0119
9-oxo-9H-indeno[1,2- b]
pyrazine-2,3- dicarbonitrile
9,10-phenanthrenequinone
SCHEMBL1952374
882257-11-6
6763
58295621
2819993

SMILES

CC1CCC(CC1)[S](O)(O)\CC\C#N
CN(C(O)C1CC(C(CC1)[S](O)C2NCCS2)[N+]([O-])O)C3CCCCC3C
OC(NC1NNC(O1)C2CCCO2)C3CC(NC4CCCCC34)C5CCCCC5
OC1C2CCCCC2C3NC(C(NC13)C#N)C#N
NFKB pathway inhibitor
CALCRL antagonist
STAT3 inhibitor
CASP3 inhibitor, CTSB inhibitor
30
31
32
33

PubChem
CID
annotated gene/MOA
hit
number

Table 1. continued

5353431
6918567
4253236
292929

Common name
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Figure 4. Retest of TPEN in THP-1 ISG and RAW264.7 ISG cells. (a) TPEN induces secretion of the ISG driven Lucia construct, but to diﬀerent
extents in two diﬀerent cell lines. Activity of TPEN in RAW264.7 cells appears to be due to chelation of intracellular zinc. In RAW cells, the dose
response is narrowly peaked as in the primary macrophage IP-10 ELISA secondary screen (Supporting Information Figure 2). (b) Induction of the
ISG reporter correlates with toxicity in both cell lines. Error bars correspond to N = 3 technical repeats for THP-1 cells and N = 2 for RAW cells.

10 secretion) assay, further enforcing our view that kinase
inhibitors are among the most promising tools to inhibit
STING-dependent signaling. Of the nonkinase inhibitors, we
were intrigued by both baﬁlomycin and concanomycin, which
blocked pathway activation at low doses but unexpectedly
potentiated pathway activity at higher doses. We did not delve
into this further but note that a recent report27 implicated a
negative regulatory role of ATP6 V1A, consistent with our
ﬁnding.
Compounds that did not block IP-10 secretion may have
been false positives from the primary screen, although it is also
possible that donor variability is a confounder. For example,
two EHMT inhibitors (compounds 23 and 49) scored in the
primary screen, but compound 23 did not score in the
secondary screen.
Kinase Inference from Primary Screen Data. Preliminary analysis of kinase inhibitor speciﬁcity suggested that TBK1
is not the only kinase required for STING-IRF3 signaling in

40 compounds, based on interest and availability, and found
that most primary screen hits blocked IP-10 secretion by ELISA
assays (Supporting Information Figure 5). To test if the eﬀect
was due to pathway inhibition or to more general cellular
toxicity, we also measured percent of living cells by Cell-TiterGlo (CTG). The majority of compounds had little or no
toxicity at the relevant time point (0−30% reduction in ATP
levels by CTG assay). Only four compounds (compounds 1, 9,
24, and 32) exhibited greater than 50% cell killing at one more
doses. It is worth noting that toxicity does not mean that these
compounds are false positive from the primary screen but does
suggest that such compounds are likely to have limited
therapeutic value. In Supporting Information Figure 5, we
normalize the amount of the pathway inhibition to the amount
of remaining cells on the plate. Most compounds show
inhibition of the STING pathway, even accounting for toxicity.
Annotated kinase inhibitors comprised the majority of
compounds that could be conﬁrmed using the secondary (IPG
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Figure 5. Summary of the inhibitor screen. (a) Sample images from control groups. The Tbk1 inhibitors, BX795 and MRT67307, block IRF3
nuclear fraction. (b) Quantiﬁcation of control group IRF3 fraction (left) and replicate analysis (right). (c) Waterfall plot for the inhibitor screen.
Score for each compound was computed by taking the maximum eﬀect. Both inhibitors and potentiators can be resolved. (d) Summary of chemical
class for inhibitors shown in Table 2. Kinase inhibitors and natural product antibiotic are enriched.

primary challenge we faced is polypharmacology. Most of the
hits were either not potent and/or selective enough to assume
that its eﬃcacy target(s) is (are) the nominal (primary)

human macrophages. We therefore used informatic approaches
to identify other kinases required for STING-IRF3 signaling
based on the known speciﬁcity of the library compounds. The
H
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Broad spectrum kinase inhibitor

Viral protein inhibitor

CYTH2; ARF1
SSTR3
EGFR; MUSK
AURKB; FLT3; AURK A
ZAP70
ZAP70
Natural product antibiotic

ABL1; ABL2; SRC; CS K; YES1
HSPB1; MAPKAPK 2; AURKA;
TNF
MAPKAPK2; AURK A; TNF
CASR
JAK2
JAK2
JAK2

1

2

3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11

I

MAPKAPK2
FLT3;PRKCQ

KIT
JAK1; JAK2; TYK2
AXL; MET
JAK3
EHMT2
RAF1; BRAF
BCL2; BCL2L2
CCNE2
SMO

PLK1
CNR1
DGAT1
CDK4
KEAP1; IKBKB

TLR7; TLR8; TLR9
MERTK
SYK
PTK2

17
18

19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

28
29
30
31
32

33
34
35
36

12
13
14
15
16

associated gene/MOA

hit
number

9863278

25105690

11364421
11316919
25235948
44819306
400769

10022738
49840814

46224516
58973123

24897305
25062766
25166183

42646698
9829523

16119021
24753708
16722832
46398810
57820201

10302451
16119710

5287620
9910573
11350462
11675222
11589703
11201568
34230

148192

44259

Pubchem
CID

Table 2. List of Selected Antagonistsa
SMILES

CN(C)CCOC1CCC(CC1)/CC/C2NCCC(C2)C3CC4C(NCNC4O)[NH]3
COCC[N]1C(NC2C(C(CC(C12)OC)CC3C(NCCC3)[S](C)(O)O)C(F)(F)F)C4CCC(CC4)C(C)C
CN1CCN(CC1)C2CCC(NC3NCC(C)C(N3)NC4CC(CCC4)[S](O)(O)NC(C)(C)C)CC2
FC1C(CN2CCOCC2)C(CC(C1)C3C4NC(CNC4CCC3)C5C[N](NC5)C6CCNCC6)F
C[C@H]1CN(C[C@@H](C)N1)C2NCC(NC3NCC4CC[N](C5CC(C(CN6CCOCC6)C(C5)F)F)C4N3)
CC2
CN1CC2(CNC(O)C3C2[NH]C4C3CCC5CNC(CC45)C6CCCCC6F)C1
CO[C@@H]1[C@@H](C[C@H]2O[C@]1(C) [N]3C4CCCCC4C5C6CNC(O)C6C7C8CCCCC8[N]
2C7C35)N(C)C(O)C9CCCCC9
CN1CCN(CC1)CC2CCC(CC2)C(O)NC3CC(C(C)CC3)NC4NCCC(N4)C5CNC(C)CC5
OC(NCC#N)C1CCC(CC1)C2NC(NCC2)NC3CCC(CC3)N4CCOCC4
COC1C(OCCN2CCCC2)CCC(C1)C3CNC(N)C(N3)C4NC5C([NH]4)CC(F)CC5
CCN(CC)c1ccc(cn1)c4nc(Nc2ccc(cc2)N3CCOCC3)nc5NCNc45
COC1C(OCCCN2CCCC2)CC3NC(NC(NC4CCN(CC4)C(C)C)C3C1)C5CCCCC5
CN1CCN(CC1)NC2CC(NCN2)[N]3CCNC3NC4C(C)CCC(C4)C(O)NC5CCCC(C5)C(F)(F)F
COC1CC(N/C/1C\C2NC(C)CC2C)C4Cc3ccccc3N4
CNC1NC(C(S1)C2NC(NCC2)NC3CCC(CC3)N4CCNCC4)C
C[C@@H]1CN(CCO1)C2NC3C(CC2)C(NCC3)NC4CC(C(Cl)CC4)C5NCC([NH]5)
C6CCCCC6
CC[C@H]1N(C2CCCC2)C3NC(NCC3N(C)C1O)NC4C(OC)CC(CC4)C(O)NC5CCN(C)CC5
CC(F)(F)CN1CCOC2C([N](NC2C1O)C3CCCCC3Cl)C4CCC(Cl)CC4
CC1NCC(NC2NNC(O2)C3CC4C(CC3)NC([NH]4)C5C(Cl)CCCC5Cl)CC1
CN(C)C1CCN(CC1)C2CNC(NC3NCC4CC(C#N)[N](C5CCCC5)C4N3)CC2
COC(O)[C@]12CCC(C)(C)C[C@H]1[C@H]3C(O)CC4[C@@](C)(CC[C@H]5C(C)(C)C(O)C(C[C@]45C)C#N)
[C@]3(C)CC2
COC1C(OC)CC2C(NC(NC2C1)C3CCC(CC3)N4CCN(C)CC4)NCCN5CCOCC5
CCCCNc3ncc2C(NN([C@@H]1CC[C@@H](O)CC1)c2n3)c4ccc(cc4)S(O)(O)N5CCOCC5
CN(C(C)O)C1CCC(NC2NC3C([NH]CN3)C(N2)NC4CCC4)CC1
COCCOc6ccc(Nc5ncc(Cl)c(Nc1ccc(c2CCN(C)C(O)c12)N3CCC(CC3)N4CCN(C)CC4)n5)c(c6)OC

CN[C@@H]1C[C@H]2O[C@@](C)([C@@H]1OC)[N]3C4CCCCC4C5C6CNC(O)C6C7C8CCCCC8[N]
2C7C35
COC(O)N[C@H](C(O)N[C@@H](CC1CCCCC1)[C@@H](O)CN(CC2CCC(CC2)C3CCCCN3)NC
(O)[C@@H] (NC(O)OC)C(C)(C)C)C(C)(C)C
C[C@H]1CCC/CC/[C@@H]2C[C@H](O)C[C@H]2[C@H](O)\CC\C(O)O1
CCOCC1(COCC)N[C@H](CC2C1[NH]C3CCCCC23)C4NCC([NH]4)C5CCCCC5
C[C@@H](NC1NCNC2C1CC([NH]2)C3CCC(CN4CCNCC4)CC3)C5CCCCC5
COC1CC(CC(C1OC)OC)NC2NCCC(N2)C3C[NH]C4CCCCC34
CNC1C(C)CCC(C1)NC2NCCC(N2)NC3C(C(CCC3)OC)[S](N)(O)O
CNC1C(C)CCC(C1)NC2NCCC(N2)NC3C(C4C(OCCO4)CC3)[S](N)(O)O
CO[C@@H]1C[C@@H](C[C@H]2CC[C@H](C)[C@@H](O2)[C@@H](C)C(O)O)O[C@]3(O[C@@](C)(C[C@H]3C)
[C@H]4CC[C@](C)(O4)[C@@H]5O[C@H](C[C@@H]5C)[C@H]6O[C@@](O)(CO)[C@H](C)C[C@@H]6C)[C@@H]1C
CN1CCN(CCOC2CC3C(C(NCN3)NC4C(Cl)CCC5C4OCO5)C(C2)OC6CCOCC6)CC1
OC1NCNC2C1CC([NH]2)C3CC(NCC3)/CC/C4CCC(CN5CCOCC5)CC4

common name

SCHEMBL1223740

CHEMBL2144205

BI 2536
PF-514273
SCHEMBL1251920
SCHEMBL303554
Bardoxolone methyl

UNC0638
SCHEMBL3233455
Obatoclax
Kinome_638
CHEMBL2160067

CHEMBL1079113
Cyt387
SCHEMBL4009811

CHEMBL1233942
Midostaurin

Pyrrolo-pyrimidone, 17
SCHEMBL2972172
TG101209
NVP-BSK805
SCHEMBL1655083

Saracatinib
Pyrrolo-pyrimidone, 16

Brefeldin A
CHEMBL2069501
SCHEMBL3840840
SCHEMBL4518219
SCHEMBL1131002
SCHEMBL1131663
Nigericin

Atazanavir

Staurosporine
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51
52
53
54
55

49
50
INTERNAL
10360455
44601
INTERNAL
INTERNAL

25150857
44470247

46865529
91758287
9809715

INTERNAL

INTERNAL
INTERNAL

84815
11104823

9938402

Pubchem
CID
SMILES

CC1CC2C(CC1C(C)C3NCC(CC3)C(O)O)C(C)(C)CCC2(C)C
NC[C@H](CC(O)O)C1CCC(Cl)CC1

CN1CCN(CC1)[C@@H]2CC[C@H](CC2)N6CC(c4ccc(NS(O)(O)c3cccc(Cl)c3Cl)c(F)c4)c5c(N)ncnc56
CN1CCN(CC1)C2CCC(CC2)C3NC4C(CCCC4NC3)C5CC(C(CN6CCOCC6)C(C5)F)F
C1CN(CCN1)C2NC(NC3C2CCNC3)C4CC5C([NH]NC5)CC4
COC(O)C1CC2C(CC1)\C(C(O)N2)C(\NC3CCC(CC3)N(C)C(O)CN4CCN(C)CC4)
C5CCCCC5
COC1C(OC)CC2C(NC(NC2C1)N3CCCN(C)CC3)NC4CCN(CC4)CC5CCCCC5
O[C@@H]1CCN(C1)C2NCCC(N2)C3NC(CCC3)C4CNC5CCC(N[N]45)N6CCC[C@@H]6C7CC
(CCC 7)F

CC(C)N1CCN(CC1)c6nc(C2C(O)NC(O)C2C3CNc4ccccc34)c5ccccc5n6

ClC1CCC(C[C@@H](NC(O)[C@H]2CC3CCCCC3CN2)C(O)N4CCC(CC4)(C[N]5CNCN5)
C6CCCCC6)CC1
CC[C@]1(CC[C@@H](O1)[C@]3(C)CC[C@]2(C[C@H](O)[C@@H](C)[C@H](O2)[C@H](C)[C@H](OC)[C@@H](C)C
(O)O)O3)[C@@H]4O[C@H](C[C@@H]4C)[C@H]5O[C@@](O)(CO)[C@H](C)C[C@@H]5C
CSCC[C@@H](N)C(O)O
COC1CCCC2C1C(C[NH]2)C[C@@H]3NC(O)[C@H](CC4C[NH]C5CCCCC45)NC(O)C6CSC
(N6) [C@@H](C)NC(O)CN(C)C(O)C(C)NC(O)[C@@H](C)NC(O)CNC3O

common name

Bafilomycin derivative

BIX-01294
SCHEMBL1430945

CHEMBL1089773
CHEMBL3338839
Nintedanib

D-methionine
SCHEMBL16509614

Monensin

THIQ

Compounds 1−38 compounds were selected for secondary screening based on availability and biological interest. Baﬁlomycin and concanomycin were also included as replacements for the three ATP6
V1A inhibitors.

a

Natural product antibiotic

39
40

ATP6 V1A
ATP6 V1A
PRKCH
GPR39
TEK
JAK1; JAK2
ROCK1; ROCK2
FGFR3; PDGFRA; PD GFRB;
KDR; FLT4; FG FR1; FLT1
EHMT2; EHMT1
ALK; NTRK1; NTRK2 ;
NTRK3
DYRK1A; GSK3B
RXRG; RXRB; RXRA
GABBR1; GABBR2
ATP6 V1A
PPIB;PPID;PPIF

Natural product antibiotic

38

41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48

MC4R; MC3R; MC5R

associated gene/MOA

37

hit
number
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Figure 6. Retest of MAPKAPK5 inhibitors. (a) Enrichment strategy to identify relevant kinase targets in inhibitor list. (b) Structures of MAPKAPK5
inhibitors. INHIB1 and INHIB2 are active, while INHIB3 has much weaker aﬃnity for MAPKAPK5. (c) Retest of INHIBs 1, 2, and 3 in imaging
assay in a single donor. Shown is the IRF3 distribution in cells treated with inhibitor (10 μM, 2 h pretreatment) and 2′3′ cGAMP (75 μM, 2 h
stimulation). (d) Western blot measuring IRF3 phosphorylation (Ser396) after 4 h stimulation with 2′3′ cGAMP (62.5 μM) in the presence or
absence of inhibitor (10 μM). Cells were pretreated with inhibitor for about 2 h. Shown below is quantiﬁcation of pIRF3 levels normalized to
tubulin. (e) Mini-SAR of nine tetracycle (INHIB2-like) MAPKAPK5 inhibitors. IP-10 levels are measured (left), and biological activity is plotted
against MAPKAPK5 IC50 (right).
K
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INHIB1, INHIB2, and BX795 phenocopied untreated cells,
while INHIB3, the much weaker MAPKAPK5 inhibitor,
phenocopied 2′3′-cGAMP treated cells (Figure 6c). Additionally, while BX795 treatment completely ablated IRF3
phosphorylation at Ser396, INHIB1 had a slight eﬀect while
INHIB2 had no eﬀect on phospho-IRF3-Ser396 levels,
respectively (Figure 6d). Further replicates are needed to
determine if the reduction by INHIB1 is physiologically
relevant; however, we performed a similar experiment in
THP1 cells and saw no eﬀect on phospho-IRF3 levels
(Supporting Information Figure 7). Taken together, these
data indicate that INHIB1 and INHIB2 are active in blocking
IRF3 nuclear transaction but are unlikely to be active against
the main STING pathway kinase TBK1.
SAR against MAPKAPK2/5 Support Their Involvement
in the STING Pathway. Next we tested a panel of nine
tetracycles, structurally similar to INHIB2 (Supporting
Information Figure 8), for their eﬀect on the STING pathway,
using ELISA to determine the extent of IP-10 induction. The
nine tetracycles had a range of inhibitory activities against the
STING pathway, consistent with their respective MAPKAPK5
biochemical aﬃnities (Figure 6e). As mentioned above, these
compound also inhibited MAPKAPK2, and the biological and
chemical activities were also weakly correlated (Supporting
Information Figure 9). No biologically active compounds were
inactive against MAPKAPK2/5, so neither of these kinases can
be ruled out as the relevant eﬃcacy target for the tetracycle-like
compounds.
Toxicity is unlikely to account for the inhibitory activities of
INHIB1 and INHIB2. We measured inhibition of the STING
pathway by INHIB1 and INHIB2, using IP-10 ELISA in a
diﬀerent donor, and also in parallel ran a Cell-Titer-Glo (CTG)
assay on the same plate (Supporting Information Figure 10a).
Both INHIB1 and INHIB2 blocked IP-10 secretion in this
donor. By Cell-Titer-Glo, INHIB1 showed no toxicity, and
INHIB2 only showed toxicity at higher doses. Examination of
the dose response curves shows that INHIB2 reduces pathway
activation around 1−5 μM, with little eﬀect on the CTG count.
Additionally, in the aforementioned mini-SAR experiment, we
also stained for nuclei after collecting the media for ELISA
(Supporting Information Figure 10b). For INHIB2, the nuclei
count is reduced by less than 10% at the highest dose. Taken
together, while INHIB2 shows some toxicity, we think that it is
not signiﬁcant enough to fully account for its biological activity.
As mentioned before, a key challenge faced was that not all
inhibitors were comprehensively proﬁled across the kinome.
Biochemical IC50 data for the inhibitors against several kinases
were missing. To provide a comprehensive kinase inhibitor
selectivity proﬁle, we performed a lysate-based chemical
proteomics experiment that utilized pan-kinase inhibitors
coupled to sepharose beads to assay the expressed kinome of
THP1 cells.36,37 Preincubation of INHIB1 or INHIB2 blocked
the enrichment of MAPKAPK5, but not TBK1 or any other
kinase that has been deﬁnitively linked to the STING pathway.
However, while the compounds were relatively clean, they were
not suﬃciently selective to decisively implicate MAPKAPK2/5
in STING signaling (Supporting Information Figure 11)

ascribed target(s). We examined data from all kinase inhibitors,
both hits and nonhits, and calculated an enrichment score for
each kinase gene in the active compound list, using hypergeometric enrichment. We classiﬁed compounds as active or
inactive in cellular assays based on their IRF3 inhibition scores
and classiﬁed them as active or inactive against a kinase target
by examining available biochemical data (Figure 6a). A major
challenge was that not all inhibitors have been comprehensively
proﬁled, and available biochemical data are subject to unknown
errors. To simplify the analysis, we made the assumption that if
biochemical data on a compound are missing, the molecule is
inactive against the target. With this limitation in mind, we
computed an enrichment score for each kinase gene,28 by
calculating the p-value based on 2 × 2 contingency table. For
each kinase, we look at the number of inhibitors that are either
(A) active biochemically and active in cell-based assays, (B)
active biochemically but inactive in cell-based assays, (C)
inactive biochemically and active in cell-based assays, or (D)
inactive biochemically and inactive in cell-based assays. The
number of inhibitors in groups A and D enrich for the kinase of
interest, while the numbers in C and D de-enrich (Figure 6a).
TBK1 was among the top enriched genes in this analysis (#8,
Supporting Information Figure 6), as were ALK and AMPK
(#7 and #17), two kinases that have been proposed as STING
pathway regulators.29−31 To focus on novel kinases, we
removed compounds with known activities against TBK1 and
reran enrichment. MAPKAPK5 emerged as a particularly
promising kinase required for STING-pathway activity. First,
MAPKAPK5 passed the hypergeometric enrichment test (pvalue <0.005, #18). A second, nonbinary method described in
the supplement, in which partial correlations are computed
between the IRF3 and biochemical inhibition score, also
yielded a high score for MAPKAPK5. MAPKAPK5 was
inhibited by ﬁve probes in our screen, which was favorable
from a practical perspective for subsequent experiments.
MAPKAPK5 is expressed in macrophages, appears to be an
inﬂammatory kinase, and has been reported to phosphorylate
IRF3 in vitro.32 MAPKAPK5 has been considered as a
therapeutic target for rheumatoid arthritis,33 yet its overall
biological function has not been explored in depth. A recent
report also suggests that it may be involved in the inﬂammatory
pathology of Alzheimer’s disease.34
Diverse MAPKAPK2/5 Inhibitors Block STING Pathway
Activation. In Table 2, hits 11, 12, and 17 all inhibit
MAPKAPK5. However, our biochemical IC50 data also
indicated that they inhibit MAPKAPK2, a closely related kinase
which has been implicated in TLR4 signaling.35 While not
enriched in our initial analysis, MAPKAPK2 is a potent target
of these compounds, and given its previously described role in
TLR signaling,35 we thought it was plausible that it could also
be an eﬃcacy target of the compounds we identiﬁed. Indeed, it
seemed possible that dual inhibition of MAPKAPK2 and
MAPKAPK5 could be required to block the STING pathway.
In subsequent assays, we used compound 11 and a more potent
tetracycle analog of compound 14 (Figure 6b, INHIB1 and
INHIB2) as probes to inhibit MAPKAPK2/5. We also included
INHIB3 (Figure 6b), a tetracycle compound that resembles
INHIB2 but has much weaker aﬃnity for MAPKAPK2/5.
We reconﬁrmed that INHIB1 and INHIB2 were active in
blocking IRF3 nuclear translocation induced by 2′3′-cGAMP in
primary human macrophages. Cells from this particular donor
did not respond strongly to 2′3′-cGAMP, but examination of
IRF3 nuclear fraction at the single cell level showed that

■

DISCUSSION
We developed high content assays for assessing activation of
STING and other innate immune pathways, by measuring IFR3
and NFkB nuclear translocation. The high content screening
assay we developed has many advantages and may ﬁnd other
L
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uses. It can be performed in a high-throughput 1536-well
format, requires a small number of cells per well, and is
compatible with any adherent cell type including primary
human cells. No external marker or reporter is required, and
use with diﬃcult to culture cells (i.e., dendritic cells) and other
pathways (i.e., STAT1) seems feasible, as so long as validated
antibodies are available. A key challenge we faced in the case of
primary macrophages was donor-to-donor variability, which is
potentially an issue in any screen using fresh primary cells. For
future work, we recommend carefully characterizing this
variable in all subsequent experiments. This is particularly
important in development of any potential therapeutics. For
controls, outlier wells presented another challenge, and it is
thus important to include several replicates for controls, and
also to screen in duplicates if possible. Lastly, screening in dose
was also very important. The diverse small molecules in the
library had a wide range of active concentrations, and a single
dose would not be able to account for all of them.
In the activator screen, we identiﬁed multiple compounds
that cause IRF3 and NFkB nuclear localization but found that
most did not induce downstream gene expression programs.
This is a signiﬁcant liability of the assay. The existence of such
hits reveals new ways to move IRF3 and NFkB into the nucleus
without activating gene expression, which may be of use for
dissecting mechanisms of translocation in greater detail. In a
secondary screen, the Zn2+ chelator TPEN induced secretion of
IP-10 to levels comparable to those of 2′3′-cGAMP and LPS.
The eﬀect was donor-speciﬁc, possibly because of a narrow
concentration range between activating IP-10 production and
killing the cells. This reduced the value of TPEN as a tool
compound, and it seems highly unlikely that TPEN has
therapeutic value.
The antagonist screen identiﬁed numerous STING pathway
antagonists with reasonable concordance between the primary
screen and follow-up assays. Kinase inhibitors dominated the
list of hits, and our follow up analysis focused on a set of
MAPKAPK2/5 inhibitors, from which we tried to identify an
eﬃcacy target using SAR and chemical proteomics. Chemical
proteomic data conﬁrmed that these compounds selectively
bound to MAPKAPK5, and further, SAR suggested that
MAPKAPK5 is the likely eﬃcacy target of these inhibitors,
though we cannot rule out MAPKAPK2. Establishing whether
the mechanism of the inhibitors is certainly due to MAPKAPK5
or MAPKAPK2 or both would be diﬃcult in primary
macrophages. The ideal solution would be to perform genetic
knockouts, or transfection with inhibitor-resistant mutants, but
doing so in primary human immune cells is diﬃcult. An
alternative would be to use cell lines, though many of the cell
lines with active STING pathways, such as THP1, are also quite
diﬃcult to manipulate genetically. Moreover, if a KO in a cell
line did not show any phenotype, this could be due to cell-type
speciﬁcity, which has already been reported in the context of
the STING pathway.16 The tetracycle scaﬀold, which achieved
potent inhibition of MAPKAPK5 and IP-10 secretion in human
macrophages, could potentially be further developed as a novel
anti-inﬂammatory drug candidate. Such compounds are active
against the STING pathway without noticeably inhibiting
TBK1. Many inﬂammatory diseases have been characterized by
overactive STING signaling, and our work suggests that there
are druggable targets, particularly kinases, to consider beyond
cGAS, STING, and TBK1.
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METHODS

Primary Screening Assay. Primary human CD14+ monocytes
(Lonza) were seeded into 1536 well plates (Greiner Lo base) at a
density of 1250 cells/well. Monocytes were diﬀerentiated into
macrophages by adding 100 ng/mL of recombinant human M-CSF
(Pepro-Tech, Catalog # 300-25) into the cell media (RPMI, 10% FBS,
1% P/S) for 1 week. Media were replaced after 3 days of
diﬀerentiation. After 1 week, media were washed out and replaced
with just RPMI, 10% FBS, and 1% P/S. In the activator screen, cells
were treated with the compound for 4 h. In the inhibitor screen, cells
were pretreated with the compound for 4 h, and subsequently treated
with 100 μM 2′3′ cGAMP for 4 h, still in the presence of the
compound. In both screens, cells were ﬁxed with 4% PFA for 30 min,
washed with PBS, and then blocked, permeabilized, and stained
overnight at RT. The buﬀer for staining was adjusted for a ﬁnal well
concentration of 2% BSA and 0.125% Triton-X-100 in PBS. IRF3 XP
antibody (Cell Signaling, 11904 T) and NFkB antibody (Santa Cruz,
sc-8008) were adjusted to a ﬁnal dilution of 1:400.
After primary antibody staining, plates were washed in PBS and
then stained for 2 h at RT, with goat antirabbit Alexa Fluor 488
(Thermo Fisher, A-11034), donkey antimouse Alexa Fluor 647
(Thermo Fisher A-31571), and DAPI. Final dilution of the antibody
was 1:400, and DAPI concentration was 0.1 μg/mL. The buﬀer was
the same as before (2% BSA, 0.125% Triton-X-100 in PBS). Plates
were then washed and imaged on an InCell 3000. The FITC channel
was used to capture Alexa 488 stain, and Cy5 was used to capture
Alexa 647 channel.
High Content Analysis. Image processing was performed on the
Columbus HMS server. To identify cells, a mask was ﬁrst used to
identify nuclei from the DAPI channel. Cytoplasmic spaces were then
identiﬁed by segmenting areas of Alexa-488 and Alexa-647 staining
(outside each nuclei) that scored above the background. From the
image processing, 36 features were computed.
(1) IRF3 intensity and localization (three features: nuclear fraction,
nuclear IRF3 intensity, cytoplasm IRF3 intensity):
(a) Nuclear IRF3 = (size_nucleus) × (mean_FITC_nuclear−
mean_FITC_background)
(b) Cytoplasmic IRF3 = (size_cytoplasm_FITC) × (mean_FITC_cytoplasm−mean_FITC_background)
(c) Nuclear fraction = Nuclear IRF3/(Nuclear IRF3 + Cytoplasmic
IRF3)
(2) NFkB intensity and localization (three features: Nuclear
Intensity, Cytoplasmic Intensity, Fraction Nuclear). Parameters
calculated as above.
(3) DAPI intensity (one feature)
(4) IRF3 nuclear texture (four Haralick features: Correlation,
Contrast, Sum Variance, Homogeneity)
(5) IRF3 cytoplasmic texture (four Haralick features)
(6) NFkB nuclear texture (four Haralick features)
(7) NFkB cytoplasmic texture (four Haralick features)
(8) DAPI nuclear texture (four Haralick features)
(9) IRF3 morphology (three features using cytoplasm channel −
Area, Roundness, Length to Width Ratio)
(10) NFkB morphology (three features using cytoplasm channel −
Area, Roundness, Length to Width Ratio)
(11) DAPI morpohology (three features in the nucleus − Area,
Roundness, Length to Width Ratio)
Selection of Hits. Activator screen: Using the above features, a
quadratic-kernel support vector machine was trained using MATLAB
Machine Learning Toolbox. The supervised learning approach was
based on data from control wells: H2O, 2′3′ cGAMP, 3′3′ cGAMP,
LPS, and CL075. Training was done with 10-fold cross validation.
After training, the SVM was used to classify every well in the screening
assay. For every compound, we considered 12 wells (six doses, from 10
μM to 31.6 nM at half-log titration, in duplicate). Any compound that
was classiﬁed as 2′3′ cGAMP at least twice in the 12 wells was selected
for follow up.
Inhibitor screen: Data from 2′3′ cGAMP and H2O wells were
aggregated, and PCA was used to reduce dimensionality to six features
M
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(∼90% of variability). In this transformed space, a Mahalanobis
distance between the H2O control group and every compound was
treated well. A distance threshold was set by the 90% quantile of the
BX795 + 2′3′ cGAMP control.
A compound was selected if either (1) out of 12 wells (six doses
from 10 μM to 31.6 nM, in duplicate), at least two wells were close
enough to the H2O control group OR (2) out of 14 wells (seven doses
from 31.6 μM to 31.6 nM, in duplicate), at least three wells were
suﬃciently close to the H2O control group.
Secondary Screening Assay. CD14 monocytes were seeded in a
96 well plate, at approximately 50 000 cells/well. Cells were
diﬀerentiated as above. In activator secondary screen, cells were
treated with the compound for 11 h, at six doses in duplicate, and IP10 levels were measured using an ELISA kit (R&D DY266-05). In the
inhibitor secondary screen, cells were pretreated with compound for
1.5−2 h and then treated with 40 μM 2′3′ cGAMP for approximately
17 h. IP-10 levels were again measured with an ELISA kit (R&D
DY266-05). The TNFa data in the supplement were also obtained
using an ELISA kit (R&D DY210-05)
Additional Follow-Up. Any immunoﬂuorescence or IP-10 ELISAs
were done as above. Thp1-ISG-LUCIA and RAW-ISG-LUCIA cell
lines were obtained from Invivogen. LUCIA assays were performed as
described in the manufacturer’s protocol. For Western blots, the
phospho-IRF3 antibody was obtained from Cell Signaling (4947S),
and the tubulin antibody was obtained from Sigma (T9026). We
performed near-IR Western blottoing, using an Odyssey blocking
buﬀer (LI-COR, P/N 927-40100) and following the LI-COR Odyssey
near-IR Western blot protocol. Secondary antibodies were Goat AntiRabbit 800 DyLight (Thermo, 35571) and Goat Anti-Mouse 680
DyLight (Thermo 35518), used at 1:15 000 dilution.
For Supporting Information Figure 11, THP1 cells were ﬁrst
diﬀerentiated using phorbol 12-myristate 13-acetate (PMA) to make
them more macrophage-like and adherent. Cells were treated with
PMA (200 ng/mL) for approximately 18 h, and media were
subsequently washed out with plain cell culture media.
Cell-titer-glo assay (Supporting Information Figure 10) was
performed as per the manufacturer’s protocol.
Sources and Isolation of Macrophages. For the primary screen,
CD14+ monocytes were ordered directly from Lonza. For all
secondary screening and follow up, peripheral blood mononuclear
cells (PBMCs) were ﬁrst isolated from leukapheresis donors (Boston
Children’s Hospital), using a standard protocol.38 CD14+ monocytes
were subsequently isolated using a CD14+ antibody and magnetic
sorting (MACS, Miltenyi Biotec). Cells were not further characterized.
Diﬀerent donors were used in all screens and assays (primary
activator and inhibitor screens, secondary screens, follow-up). For each
assay, we strived to use a single donor for each assay. However, in the
primary screens, in which we ordered cells directly from Lonza, we did
not have enough cells from a single donor to cover all assay plates. As a
result, we had to use a mixture of cells that came predominantly from
one donor (∼75%). Diﬀerent donors were used for the activator and
inhibitor screens.
Cherry-Picked Compounds for Follow Up. Our primary screen
was conducted at Novartis Insitutes for Biomedical Research (NIBR),
while our secondary screening and follow up was conducated at
Harvard Medical School (HMS). All molecules plated in the initial
screen were veriﬁed for chemical purity using liquid chromatography−
mass spectrometry (LC-MS).
All compounds selected for follow-up at HMS were public
compounds; however, several were not available from reliable,
commercial sources. As a result, we requested about 2/3 of the hits
from NIBR. The purity of these hits was veriﬁed using LC-MS. For
practical reasons, we ordered the remaining 1/3 of hits from standard
chemical sources. The purity of these hits was veriﬁed by the vendor,
but not at HMS.
Kinase Inference Computations. Biochemical IC50 data for
every compound were assembled into a matrix, where each row
represents a compound and each column represents a kinase. Each
element of the matrix contains the measured biochemical IC50, taken
from internal data, for the speciﬁed inhibitor and kinase target. If a

kinase was not proﬁled for a given inhibitor, it was assumed inactive by
giving it a biochemical IC50 of 100 μM.
For hypergeometric enrichment, an inhibitor was deemed biochemically active in a well if the dose was 10 times greater than the
biochemical IC50. This is a free parameter, and it is to account for the
fact that inhibitors typically must be used at doses greater than their
biochemical proﬁle, for reasons such as cell permeability, transport,
metabolism, etc. Biological activity was determined by the IRF3
nuclear localization score. An inhibitor was deemed biologically active
if the IRF3 nuclear localization score was within two standard
deviations of the H2O control. The p values for all expressed kinases
were then computed using the contingency table in Figure 6a. We
subsequently removed TBK1-active compounds (compounds with
IC50s less than 1 μM) and reran enrichment.
We note that p values in this test were used primarily to rank the
kinases, and one must be cautious in interpreting the actual value itself,
due to a false discovery rate, for which we did not correct. In particular,
the hypergeometric test can enrich several genes strongly, as our
biochemical IC50 data are complete, and some kinases can have
several data points in group D (biologically inactive and biochemically
inactive), which enriches for the gene. Additionally, several genes may
be enriched simultaneously, because of transitive eﬀects, e.g., kinases
commonly inhibited by the same inhibitors.
We also calculated partial correlations between the IRF3 score and
biochemical inhibition score. This approach is described in Supporting
Information Figure 6.
Chemoproteomics Methods. Chemoproteomics were performed as in ref 35. Immobilized pan-kinase inhibitors (compound-2
from ref 35 and VI16832 from ref 36) were combined in a 1:1 ratio
and used to pull down kinases from THP1 cell lysate.
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